
 

Getting Started With Canvas 
 
Video of the process:  https://vimeo.com/160759516 
 

Part 1:  Add Visual Classrooms to Your Course 
On the left menu select Settings, then from the top menu Apps.  In the 
search box type “visual” and Visual Classrooms will appear below 
 

 
 

Select Visual Classrooms from the search results, then select Add App 

 
 

https://vimeo.com/160759516


 

If your IT department has configured Visual Classrooms for site-wide 
usage, this step may not be necessary.  If you are prompted for a key and 
secret, contact support@visualclassrooms.com 
 

 
 
 

Part 2:  Add Module and Launch for the First Time 
The first time you launch Visual Classrooms, you will have to create an 
account.  This happens only once, and after that launching from inside 
Canvas will log you in automatically. 
 
Add Module 
From the left nav, select Modules and add a new one (+ Module).  You 
can call it whatever you want, in this example we’ll call it Visual 
Classrooms. 
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For your new module, add an item using the plus sign (circled below) 
 

 
 

Add an External Tool 
 

 
 



 

A list of installed tools will appear, select Visual Classrooms (you may 
want to select Load in a new tab) and then Add Item 
 

 
 
 
Click the newly added Module to launch visual classrooms.  

 



 

You will be asked to create a new account, verify your information is 
correct. 
 

*** Important *** 
YOU MUST LAUNCH VISUAL CLASSROOMS FROM EACH COURSE ONCE 
to create a mapping between your Canvas course, say “ITS301 – Intro to 
Databases”, and the “ITS301” group in Visual Classrooms. 
 
This enables us to automatically add your students to this Visual 
Classrooms group the first time they launch from Canvas. 
So if you teach ENGR101 and EDU250, just launch Visual Classrooms 
from inside each Canvas course once to create the mapping. 

 

 
Part 3:  Creating Your First Activity  
Download from our help page - 
http://help.visualclassrooms.com/wiki/images/e/e9/Instruct
or_Creating_Your_First_Activity.pdf 
 
Watch the video: https://vimeo.com/140432982 
 
 
Part 3:  Adding Visual Classrooms as Assignment 
After going through the previous walkthrough, you should now have a 
Session, which is an activity (like “Relational Databases”) assigned to a 
group (like “ITS301 – Intro to Databases”). 
 
To get students quickly from Canvas to this Visual Classrooms session, 
you will just need the launch URL.  Here is how to find it. 
 
Open Visual Classrooms and go to your Teacher Dashboard.  Find the 
session you want to assign, and click the Get Link button on the right. 
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From the popup, find and copy the LMS Launch URL to your clipboard. 
 

 
 
 
Return to Canvas, and add a new Assignment, give it whatever name 
you like and scroll down to Submission Type and select External Tool 



 

 
 
Past the LMS Launch URL we copied to the clipboard into the URL box 

 
 
Save the new assignment and when you click on the link, it will 
take you directly to the correct session in Visual Classrooms. 
 
 

Part 5:  What Students See 
When students launch Visual Classrooms the first time (either from a 
module or assignment), they will quickly create a new account.  When 
launched from the Module, they’ll start on the student dashboard.  
When launched from the assignment, they will be taken directly to that 
activity. 
 


